
Manufacture of a Red Cuthbert Rag Coat 
 

1. The base garment 
 

1.1 The base garment must be black, and should reach to the wearer’s thigh/knee. It should 

have at least one front fastening. 

1.2 Lab/catering coats should work well; an oversized/long shirt may be lighter material, so 

cooler. 

1.3 If it has sleeves, remove them and make good the resultant hems. 

1.4 Make a stylistic decision and either remove and make good any collar/lapels, or accept you’ll 

be working around them when you put the rags on. 

 

2. Ragging materials 
 

n.b. wash your fabric before you cut any rags! 

 

2.1 A typical coat is expected to require a total of approximately 2 yards of 60” material for the 

ragging, depending on wastage. 

2.2 This ragging shall be predominately in red, which should be a bright shade similar to 

“postbox” red, with some black mixed in. 

2.3 Ragging material should be approximately “shirt” weight (the prototype used ~3 1/2oz 

(125gsm) rags). Heavier material may move better, but will be hotter and heavier to wear 

and dance in; lighter may be too light. 

2.4 An extra row of heavier rags closely spaced below/behind a row of normal ones may be 

added high up the back, and near the lower hem, to help give extra movement without 

adding to much weight/insulation. 

2.5 Rags are to be approximately 2” wide. 

2.6 Except for the top few rows rags are to be 12” long (including seam allowance). 

2.7 Rags are best prepared as “blocks” rather than individually, for ease and speed of 

construction. 

2.8 To prepare a block of rags: 

 cut a long strip of fabric 12” wide; 

 every 2” along one long edge cut a slits to approximately 1”1/2 from the other edge; 

 the seamstress can then sew all the rags in that block on in one go, or complete one 

of the slits to make a smaller block of the desired size. 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Assembly. 
 

3.1 The first stage of assembly is to determine the positioning of the rows of rags. 

3.2 The spacing of the rag rows, and length of rags to be used in each row, from top down is as 

set out in table 1 below. The spacing is never going to be totally precise and the top few 

rows spacing in particular is a guideline to be intelligently varied according to what will work 

for your garment. 

Table 1: spacing and lengths of rags. 
Measurement down from 
top of shoulder/seam 

Length of rags Gap between this and 
the next row of rags 

0” 6” 0”1/2 

0”1/2 8” 2” 

2”1/2 10” 3” 

5”1/2 12” 5” 

>5”1/2 12” 5” 

 

3.3 Mark the row positions along both sides of the front opening of the garment (and the arm 

hole hems) with pins, chinagraph pencil or another method. 

3.4 The lowest row should ideally be about 2” from the bottom hem: if it looks like it’ll be 

getting close to the usual 5” gap, add an extra row marking: more is better than less. 

3.5 Draw a line joining the two end marks for the lowest row in chalk (or whatever). 

3.6 Pin the rags for the lowest row along that line, in a “hanging down” position. 

3.7 Sew the rags on with running stitch, doubling back at the transition between rags/ragblocks 

so that if you lose one the rest of the row should be okay. 

3.8 Draw a line joining the two end marks for the next row. 

3.9 Pin the rags for that row along that line, in a “hanging down” position, offset by 1” from the 

previous row so that there is (ideally) a 50% lateral overlap between the rags in each row 

and the ones above and below. 

3.10 Repeat steps 3.7-3.9 until all but the rows are done except the top one, remembering to use 

shorter rags for the higher rows. 

3.11 You will need to bodge in the occasional wider/narrower rag or bit of ribbon, or slightly 

overlap a couple of rags here and there, to fit the garment dimensions nicely and maintain 

the lateral overlap. 

3.12 Pin the rags for the top row shoulders in a “pointing up” position and sew them on, then fold 

them to pointing down and catch them down with a hand sewn black “x” on red rags, or red 

“x” on black rags. This is both decorative, and serves to keep the rags on the correct side. 

3.13 The top row at the neck: 

 If your garment has no collar, pin the top row back-of-neck rags on to the inside of 

the neck hole in a “hanging down” position and sew them on. Then fold them to the 

outside and sew them down with running stitch. This avoids any itchy frayed ends 

on the back of your neck. 

 If your garment has a collar, fold it up and pin the top row back-of-neck rags in a 

“hanging down” position as tight into the collar base as you can and sew them on.  

3.14 Catch down the top row at the neck with “x” stitches as for the shoulders, if you want to or it 

seems like it will be needed. 



Concept drawing used for prototype coat (note the spacing of the uppermost rows varied to the measurements listed in table 1 based on what looked and 

felt right as it came together). Rag shading is to enable distinction between rows: it is not intended to suggest that rag coats should be stripey. 


